Europe Day 2015
Photography Master Classes & Workshops
About the project
In the scope of Europe Day celebrations, the EU Delegation in Armenia is organising
photography master classes and workshops, whereby Armenian photographers will have the
opportunity to work alongside a well known European photographer and learn the art of
storytelling through his experience! After the master classes and workshops, the collaborative
efforts of all participating photographers will be exhibited in Vanadzor, Gyumri and Yerevan.
If you are a photographer and you would like to meet a world renowned photographer, join us
for master classes and workshops with Maciek Nabrdalik, and together create your best works
in the scope of “EU-Armenia, partnership to cooperation” photo exhibition!
Several field workshops to EUD funded-project sites will follow the introductory master class.
The participating photographers will learn about storytelling and photojournalism in a hands-on
environment.
Photos produced by participants will be discussed and critiqued by Maciek on subsequent days.
There will be photo exhibitions organized in Vanadzor, Gyumri and Yerevan in the weeks to
follow, celebrating European and Armenian cooperation!
Maciek Nabrdalik is a documentary photographer and a member of the prestigious VII Photo
agency. Maciek's work has been exhibited in the U.S., Mexico, France, Italy, Germany, Czech
Republic, Greece and Poland and appears in the L’Espresso, Stern, Newsweek, Bloomberg
Businessweek, Smithsonian Magazine, Polityka, New York Times and The Wall Street Journal
among others. His awards include honors from World Press Photo, Pictures of the Year
International, NPPA The Best of Photojournalism and multiple awards in his native Poland.
Maciek is specialized in storytelling, as his various projects prove (such as the book “The
Irreversible” on Jewish concentration camps, the project “Homesick for Chernobyl”, etc). He has
a long experience of documentary workshops.

Registration

In order to register for the Photography master classes and workshops, please submit the
following to armenuhi.khachatryan@publicishepta.com by April 29th:
- A motivational letter (1-2 paragraphs to explain your motivation for participating in the photo
journalism classes)
- 1 photo story from your portfolio
- 10 single photos from your portfolio
Please note that the longest dimension of the photos cannot exceed 1000px.
The class size will be limited to 12 participants max. There will be an interpreter to translate
from English to Armenian.

